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The four specificities of R&D as an investment (≠ PPE)

− Innovation is inherently uncertain ≠ risky

− Return to innovation is extremely skewed

− Innovator probably knows much more about the project
than the financier and ideas can be copied

− Innovative firms have high intangible assets, with
knowledge embedded in the human capital of the firm’s
employees



This is the ``Knightian uncertainty’’

"Uncertainty must be taken in a sense
radically distinct from the familiar notion of
Risk, from which it has never been properly
separated.... The essential fact is that 'risk'
means in some cases a quantity susceptible
of measurement, while at other times it is
something distinctly not of this character; (…)
It will appear that a measurable uncertainty,
or 'risk' proper, as we shall use the term, is so
far different from an unmeasurable one that it
is not in effect an uncertainty at all.“

Risk, Uncertainty, and Profit



Scherer, F. , & Harhoff, D. (2000). Technology policy for a world 
of skew-distributed outcomes. Research Policy

The top 10%
of sample
members
captured
from 48 to 93
% of total
sample
returns



The asymmetric information problem higher for R&D

− Market place for innovative ideas is really a “lemons”
market

− Benchmark?

− Importance of innovator type

Can you reduce asymmetry with more disclosure?
What is the issue in this case?



High intangible with knowledge embedded in the employees

− Knowledge asset is intangible

− Key resource is lost if employees leave or are laid off

− Importance of non-compete laws
− Cf: Jeffers (2019), Matray (2019)
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Start-ups can obtain funding from 6 categories

Debt Equity

Owner Personal credit card Owner equity

Insider Family loan Parent equity

Outsider Bank loan VC equity



Surprisingly even high-potential start-ups rely a lot on bank 
funding

Robb, A. M., & Robinson, D. T. (2012).
The Capital Structure Decisions of New
Firms. Review of Financial Studies

− Kauffman Firm Survey
− 4,928 firms started in 2004  2011

− ≈ 50 % of capital comes from outside debts
− 45.000$ for all start-ups

− 20.000$ for very new start ups



So does banking market matter for innovation and 
entrepreneurship?

− Banking markets differ in two
dimensions

− Degree of competition (high vs 

low)

− Types of banks (large / 

hierarchical vs local)



Banking structure affects

− Nature of the relationships banks-borrowers
− Arm-length

− Relationships lending

− Nature of information shared
− soft vs hard (Rajan, 1992)

 Nature of projects financed



In the 70s – 80s US states deregulated a lot their banking market

− States usually deregulate in 3 steps:
− Allow multibank holding companies

− Allow branching by M&A

− Allow de novo branching

− Deregulation index = nb of deregulation [0 – 3]

− 82 episodes of deregulation,39 different states:1970-1994



Consequences of these deregulations

− More competition hard info (Petersen-Rajan 94)

− Larger banks organizational layers (Stein 02, Liberti-Mian 09)

 Both hurt lending relationships



Hombert and Matray (2017, RFS)

− Basic (initial) question: Does banking structure shape comparative
advantages?

− Banking structure affects:
− Nature of relationships

− Nature of information shared

16

 Nature of projects?

− Our paper: Effect on innovation



Data 

− All patents filed in the USPTO: 1968-1998
− Unique innovator id (exclude universities, gov. agencies, 

foreigners)

− State of innovator  we can know the address of the inventors

(HBS database)

− 37 technology classes (“industries")



Identification strategy

− Count number of firms filing at least one patent in industry
j, state s, year t

− Estimate Poisson model:

𝐸𝐸 𝑌𝑌𝑗𝑗𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 = exp 𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝑛𝑛𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 + 𝛿𝛿𝑠𝑠 + 𝜆𝜆𝑠𝑠 + 𝜆𝜆𝑗𝑗 + 𝑋𝑋𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠



Main finding







Change in information exchanged 

− Soft hard

− Decline in innovation

− Reallocation of projects within the firm?
− For innovative projects 

− For R&D vs physical capital





What we added: labor market reallocation

− Inventor data allows to track inventors

− Look at two types of mobility:
− Within state, across small (affected) and large (unaffected) 

firms

− Across states:  do good inventors leave?

− One of the first paper to look at finance and skilled labor
outcome



Within-state mobility



Out-of-state mobility



Methodo 1: can you predict the reform?

Almost ok

Small risk of a pre-period positive 
 look in the paper the different 
ways to deal with that (ex: test 
for structural break)



Effect should be stronger in industries that rely more on 
relationship lending

− 3 industry-level proxies of soft information dependence
using the National Survey of Small Business Firms (1987,
1998)

− (Minus) Average distance from main lender (1987)

− (Minus) Increase in average distance from main lender between 

1987 and 1998

− Average length of relationship with main lender (1987)
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Can the stock market value innovation?

− Cohen, Diether and Malloy (2013) “Misvaluing Innovation”
RFS

− Kogan, L., Papanikolaou, D., Seru, A., & Stoffman, N.
(2017). Technological Innovation, Resource Allocation,
and Growth. Quarterly Journal of Economics

− Value of patents for listed firms since 20s

− Data available on author’s website





Does the stock market distort incentives on ST?

− Debate:
− Bernstein, (2015) Does Going Public Affect Innovation? Journal of 

Finance

− Cong and Howell (2018) IPO Intervention and Innovation: Evidence 

from China, NBER WP

Hyp for identification? Pb?



Bernstein 2015: Naïve effect



Instrumenting for failed IPO



Instrumenting for failed IPO



Effect of IPO on novelty
Comparing the OLS with 
the IV, what do you infer? 



Impact of IPOs on inventors
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The puzzle of the “cash increase”



The puzzle of the “cash increase”



Begenau & Palazzo (2016)





What should be the link between R&D and economic cycle?

− Procyclical

− What does it imply for:
− LT consequences of ST crisis?

− Public policies?



Aghion, P., Hemous, D., & Kharroubi, E. (2012). Cyclical fiscal policy, 
credit constraints, and industry growth. Journal of Monetary Economics



So in the end, how much is innovation distorted?

− Azoulay, P., Graff Zivin, J. S., Li, D., & Sampat, B. N.
(2019). Public R&D Investments and Private-sector
Patenting: Evidence from NIH Funding Rules. Review of
Economic Studies, 86(1), 117–152.

− Krieger, J., Li, D., & Papanikolaou, D. (2018). Missing
novelty in drug development. Working Paper.

Some ref worth checking:
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Worries about wrong allocation of talents 

 So bubble in tech should be good right?



Tech bubble potentially different from “real estate” bubble

− Value of tech developed during this period?

− Hombert and Matray (2019): ICT bubble late 90s
− Tracking workers ``treated’’ by the boom  infer LT value using 

wages

− See also: Shu, P. (2016). Innovating in Science and Engineering or
“Cashing In” on Wall Street? Evidence on Elite STEM Talent. Working Paper.

− Definitely under-researched topic



Sectoral reallocation happens via new workers 



Bubble created a massive reallocation of talent



Expected Effects



Wage Dynamics Differential



Specification



Wage dynamics 



Quantile regressions

− Lower average wage growth because small probability of
very positive outcome?



Potential concerns?
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Seru (2014, JFE): conglomerate and innovation

− In the x-section, business group innovate more
(Belenzon and Berkovitz, 2010 MS)

− Interpretation? 

− Problem? 

− Seru: track innovative firms before and after they are
acquired by a conglomerate diff-in-diff

− What problem does it remove? 

− What are still present? 



Data 

− Compustat + NBER Patent database

− Compustat segment: sales, cash-flow, investment, asset
by SIC 4



Patent data

− Unit of obs: 1 patent
− “Assignee” info: firm id

− State, year applied, year granted, techno cat

− Citation: citing and cited patents  track “knowledge flow”

− Inventors database
− HBS patents: https://dataverse.harvard.edu/dataverse/patent

− Inventors id + location  county level



Assumption: before the acquisition, control and treated are similar



Specification

− Division i at year t

=1 for all the years after the
event

= 1 if target is indeed
acquired



Results

how this coeff is identified?

Good identification?



Results

how this coeff is identified?

How to read After?

How to “tighten” the specification?



Channels: inventor-level evidence

− Extensive margin: good inventors leave the firm
− Present = 1 if inventor around any time after the merger

− Intensive margin: people stay but innovate less
− Avg-Patent = average patents for each inventor who stay

66



Channels: inventor-level evidence

67

 Interpretation After?

 Implication for the initial result?



Channels: inventor-level evidence

68

Link with initial result?



Channels: R&D budgets

− Decentralization of budget R&D reduces agency
problems

− Reallocation of CF from successful to unsuccessful divisions

− Data: IRI survey data (1994 – 2001)
− 54 diversified firms

− Divisional = 1 if R&D conducted in division

− %HQ_Budget = % R&D budget coming from HQ

69



Channels: R&D budgets

70



Channels: R&D budgets

71

↑ R&D from HQ ↓ patent efficiency

Only if R&D is done in divisions
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Building the “next silicon valley”

− Large investments by
governments to build the “next
Silicon Valley”

− e.g.: US “Regional Cluster 

Initiative”, French 

“competitiveness clusters”

− Strong correlation between 

local knowledge stocks and 

innovation output,

− but ...



Identification problem

− ‘Reflection problem” (Manski 1993): comovement of innovation by
local firms:

− (a) spillovers

− (b) unobserved area characteristics (e.g. research university, tax 

incentives)

− Ideal setting:

− Two groups of firms:
− External shock on one group ...

− ... see how the other reacts

 Induced effects of a shock uncorrelated with local area
characteristics



Solution (Matray, 2018)

− Group shocked: listed firms

− Group unaffected directly: local private firms

− External shock on innovation by listed firms: Staggered state level
adoption of Business Combination laws

− State-level business combination (BC) laws:
− Staggered adoption by different states

− Adoption not predicted by economic/innovation variables

− Prevent hostile takeovers

− Weaken external governance

 decline in innovation for affected listed firms



Solution (cont’d) 

− But: legal shock correlated with state economic context?

− Geographical dispersion of innovation activities:
− state of incorporation (where the shock happens)

− ≠ states of innovation activities



Listed firms

Private firms

Listed firms

Private firms

TEXAS



Listed firms

Private firms

Listed firms

Private firms

BC law Virginia



Listed firms

Private firms

Listed firms

Private firms

BC law Virginia

BC law NY



Specification









Role of inventor mobility



Role of inventor mobility
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